Bacterial synthesis of C3-C5 diols via extending amino acid catabolism
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Amino acids are naturally occurring and structurally diverse metabolites in biological system, whose potentials for chemical expansion, however, have not been fully explored. Here, we devise a metabolic platform capable of producing industrially important C3-C5 diols from amino acids. The presented platform combines the natural catabolism of charged amino acids with a catalytically efficient and thermodynamically favorable diol formation pathway, created by expanding the substrate scope of the carboxylic acid reductase toward noncognate α-hydroxylic acids. Using the established platform as gateways, seven different diol-convertible amino acids are converted to diols including 1,3-propanediol, 1,4-butanediol, and 1,5-pentanediol. Particularly, we afford to optimize the production of 1,4-butanediol and demonstrate the de novo production of 1,5-pentanediol from glucose, with titers reaching 1.41 and 0.97 g l⁻¹, respectively. Our work presents a metabolic platform that enriches the pathway repertoire for nonnatural diols with feedstock flexibility to both sugar and protein hydrolysates.

Significance

To date, most industrially relevant bioproduction processes rely on sugar-based feedstocks, whereas utilization of ever-increasing protein wastes or hydrolysates, e.g., amino acids (AAs), for chemical production has been less explored. Currently, AAs that generated from cheap protein-rich wastes or overproduced from industrial applications are currently focused on utilization of only a limited subset of native metabolites or pathways, for instance, to produce short-chain alcohols or isoprenoids from glycolysis intermediates like pyruvate and acetyl-CoA, to produce long-chain fatty acids, alcohols, or alkanes from fatty acid pathway, and to produce short-chain dicarboxylic acids from tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle (5–7). Although substantial developments have been made in expanding the microbial capacity (8, 9), the chemical space accessible from microbial-based system has been significantly restrained by the narrow scope of the precursor pools, as well as the scarcity of natural or synthetic pathways for new products.

Amino acids (AAs) are constitutional units for proteins and also one of the major endogenous metabolites in almost all micro-organisms, whose utilities as building blocks for chemical production, however, have been overlooked. Currently, most of the 20 proteinogenic AAs are microbially produced as end and bulk biochemicals with around 5 million tons per year, and are mainly used as animal feed additives and flavor ingredients (10, 11). Protein hydrolysates from protein-rich biomass (e.g., fast-growing photosynthetic microalgae), or protein wastes from food-processing industry and industrial foodstuff processing residues, serve as inexpensive and readily available external sources for AAs (12–14). Therefore, the structural diversity, ease of achieving high titers in microorganisms, and ever-increasing accessibility from protein feedstocks, have substantiated AAs with potentials as versatile starting scaffolds for various industrially relevant natural or synthetic products (15, 16). In recent decades, intensive efforts have been taken toward converting branched-chain AAs (alanine, valine, leucine, isoleucine, etc.) to advanced alcohols or acids via the Ehrlich pathway (17–19), and aromatic AAs (phenylalanine, tyrosine, and tryptophan) to medically or nutritionally important phytochemicals via phenylpropanoic or alkaldol pathways (2, 20). However, the development of efficient biocatalytic routes to produce functionalized chemicals from charged AAs (aspartate, glutamate, lysine, etc.), which account for >40% of all AAs in protein hydrolysates and >80% of all the AA market, are comparatively less tapped (10, 21). Charged AAs harbor bi-functional terminal groups, making them recalcitrant to be directly metabolized through central carbon metabolism. Additionally, the paucity of natural or synthetic pathways to utilize charged AAs significantly limited their valorization.

In the present study, we explored the potential of migrating the AA industry to chemical industry by establishing nonnatural pathways capable of converting charged AAs to C3-C5 diols. C3-C5 diols, including 1,3-propanediol (1,3-PDO), 1,4-butanediol (1,4-BDO), and 1,5-pentanediol (1,5-PDO), have wide use in commodity and fine chemical industries such as fuels, solvents, polymer monomers, and pharmaceutical precursors (22–24). These short-chain diols represent an annual commercial market over $7 billion with a nearly 7%/annual growth rate (25). The C3 diol 1,3-PDO can be naturally produced from anaerobic reduction of glycerol, which however involves supplementation of expensive vitamin B12 for glycerol dehydratase (22). Although a
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new glycerol-independent 1,3-PDO route has been developed from homoserine degradation, it suffered from limited pathway performance (26). As for 1,4-BDO and 1,5-PDO, there is no natural pathway for their direct production. Until recently, two major artificial biocatalytic routes to 1,4-BDO were developed: one that involves reduction of succinyl-CoA or decarboxylation of α-ketoglutarate to 4-hydroxybutyrate (4HB) with subsequent CoA-dependent reduction of 4HB to 1,4-BDO, and a second that involves nonphosphorylative xylose metabolism (27, 28). Notably, the former CoA-dependent pathway suffers from drawbacks including low enzyme kinetics and lactonization or hydrolysis of CoA intermediates that lead to incomplete conversion of 4HB to 1,4-BDO, while the latter is specialized for C5 sugar feedstocks (e.g., xylose and arabinose) and requires energy input from additional carbon sources (27–29). With respect to 1,5-PDO, its petroleum-based synthesis has been restricted due to limited access to C5 petroleum feedstocks, while its biobased production from renewable feedstocks has not been developed to date (30). Due to their linear infrastructures and the existence of natural catabolism, charged AAs can potentially serve as direct precursors for C3–C5 diols.

Here we describe the development of a metabolic platform that engenders direct conversion of charged AAs into C3–C5 diols. The centerpiece of the platform is to release the carbon skeletons from charged AAs into “C-1” ω-hydroxylic acids (ω-HAs) via native or heterologous AA catabolism, followed by exploiting the catalytic capabilities of carboxylic acid reductase (Car) to reduce noncognate ω-HA substrates to diols. The synthetic diol pathways bypass either expensive coenzyme supplementation or CoA-dependent chemistry, and is featured by broad host applicability and feedstock flexibility. With the presented platform, a panel of seven AAs were converted into C3–C5 diols, based upon which we were able to achieve and optimize a synthetic pathway of 1,4-BDO and demonstrate de novo production of 1,5-PDO from glucose. Our platform highlighted the feasibility of expanding the chemical space of microbial systems by extending AA catabolism, which could potentially serve as a gateway for diol production from renewable biomass or protein-derived feedstocks.

Results

Design and Validation of a Synthetic Platform for C3–C5 Diols. The proposed AA-to-diol platform proceeds through two parts: the upstream degradation of charged AAs into C3–C5 ω-HAs, followed by the downstream reduction of ω-HAs into counterpart diols (Fig. 1). Typical charged AAs, including aspartate (Asp), glutamate (Glu), and lysine (Lys), share a common degradation process of sequential decarboxylation and transamination to counterpart C1 semialdehydes, which are further reduced to ω-HAs via aldehyde reductases (ALRs)/alcohol dehydrogenases (ADHs). With the existence of well-elucidated native or heterologous AA catabolism supporting our hypothesized platform, the ω-HA-to-diol conversion becomes the most pivotal step for diol production.

The classical pathway of ω-HA-to-diol conversion harnesses a CoA-dependent reduction route that involves activation of carboxylate group by a CoA-transferase, followed by reduction of the CoA intermediate to aldehyde and then diol by a bifunctional alcohol dehydrogenase or a CoA-dependent aldehyde dehydrogenase and an alcohol dehydrogenase with input of 2 NAD(P)H (27, 31). We here proposed a CoA-independent reduction route that utilizes a promiscuous carboxylic acid reductase (Car) and endogenous ALRs/ADHs to reduce carboxylic acid group to alcohol group at the costs of 1 ATP and 2 NADPH (Fig. 2A). Car was first characterized to catalyze the reduction of aromatic carboxylic acids, and was later revealed to accept a wide range of aliphatic fatty acids (C6-C18) (32). We attempted to explore its catalytic promiscuity toward noncognate substrates C3-C5 ω-HAs to produce counterpart short-chain diols. To compare the thermodynamics of the two reduction routes of 4HB to 1,4-BDO, we performed the max-min Driving Force (MDF) analysis via eQuilibrator (33). The Car-based reduction pathway operates at a higher MDF (38.0 kJ mol⁻¹) than the CoA-dependent pathway (28.8 kJ mol⁻¹), indicating a higher pathway flux and/or a lower enzyme requirement under physiological conditions in E. coli (SI Appendix, Table S3).

To experimentally assess the pathway performance, the Car-based reduction route was expressed in E. coli and tested by feeding C3-5 ω-HAs. The Car-based pathway, comprising car from Mycobacterium marinum and phosphopantetheine transferase (sfp) from Bacillus subtilis, were expressed in the wildtype E. coli BW25113 (F') on the high-copy-number plasmid (pCar), yielding strain HA-1. Sfp is expressed as a phosphopantetheinyl transferase responsible for activation of the apoenzyme Car by phosphopantetheinylation (34). For the sake of simplicity, we excluded the expression of ALRs/ADHs as it has been reported that the endogenous ones could efficiently reduce various aldehydes to alcohols (35). Since 4HB and 5-hydroxylvalerate (SHV) are not commercially available, they were produced, respectively, from γ-butyrolactone and ω-valerolactone by saponification under alkaline conditions. When fed with 3-hydroxypropionate (3HP), the recombinant E. coli strain HA-1 produced 0.97 g 1⁻¹ 1,3-PDO from 3 g 1⁻¹ 3HP in 36 h, representing a conversion efficiency of 38.6% (Fig. 2B). HA-1 showed a high conversion efficiency toward 4HB and 5HV, which produced 2.60 g 1⁻¹ 1,4-BDO in 24 h and 2.70 g 1⁻¹ 1,5-PDO in 12 h, accounting for complete conversion of both substrates (Fig. 2B). The bioconversion results underlined the high performance of the Car-based pathway in ω-HA-to-diol reduction. Noteworthy, Car exhibited a catalytic preference toward longer-chain ω-HAs (C5 > C4 > C3), which is consistent with its preference toward long-chain fatty acids (32, 36). This was further confirmed by the increase of the specificity enzyme activity of Car toward substrates with increased chain lengths (0.18 μmol min⁻¹·mg⁻¹ for 3HP versus 1.25 μmol min⁻¹·mg⁻¹ for 5HV) during in vitro enzyme assay using crude enzyme extracts of HA-2 (Fig. 2C).

Establishing the AA Degradation Pathways in E. coli. With validation of an efficient ω-HA-to-diol conversion pathway, our second goal is to assemble the upstream AA degradation pathways capable of converting charged AAs into C1-ω-HAs. E. coli harbors native degradation pathways for Asp, Glu, and Lys, which however, are committed to either CoA biosynthesis or acid resistance and do not naturally yield counterpart ω-HAs (37–39). For Asp degradation, a synthetic 3HP pathway was constructed consisting of L-aspartate-α-decarboxylase (PanD), β-alanine pyruvate transaminase (BAPAT), and malonate semialdehyde (MSA) reductase (40). The native Glu metabolism, also known as γ-aminobutyrate (GABA) pathway, generates GABA via glutamate decarboxylase (GadB). GABA can be transaminated to succinate semialdehyde (SSA) by γ-aminobutyrate aminotransferase (transaminase) (GatB), followed by reduction to 4HB via endogenous NAD(P)H-dependent ADHs like YqgD (41, 42). It was very recently elucidated that the native Lys degradation pathway converts Lys to glutarate semialdehyde (GSA) via a four-step pathway comprising lysine decarboxylase (CadA), putrescine transaminase (PatA), S-aminopentanal dehydrogenase (PatD), and GatG (43). Alternatively, a heterologous three-step Lys degradation pathway from Pseudomonas putida, known as AMV pathway, converts Lys to glycine 2-monooxygenase (DawB), S-aminovaleramidase (DawA) and S-aminovalerate transaminase (DawT) (44). Further reduction of GSA by endogenous ADHs will release SHV.

To render conversion of AAs to C3–C5 ω-HAs, we constructed and expressed each ω-HA pathway in E. coli. The synthetic 3HP pathway, consisting of panD from Corynebacterium glutamicum,
BAPAT from *P. putida*, and the MSA reductase (*ydfG*) from *E. coli* (40), was integrated into the medium-copy plasmid pCS27, yielding p3HP. Similarly, the native GABA pathway for Glu degradation consisting of *gadB* (encoding GadB mutant E89Q Δ452–466) (45), *gabT*, and *yqhD* from *E. coli*, was integrated into p4HB, while the synthetic AMV pathway for Lys degradation consisting of *davBA* from *P. putida*, *gabT*, and *yqhD* from *E. coli*, was integrated into p5HV1. These three plasmids were transferred into *E. coli* BW25113 (F′), yielding strains HA-2 to HA-4 (Fig. 3A). When fed with 3 g l\(^{-1}\) corresponding AAs, HA-2 produced 247.3 mg l\(^{-1}\) 3HP from Asp, HA-3 produced 382.5 mg l\(^{-1}\) 4HB from Glu, and HA-4 produced 690.8 mg l\(^{-1}\) 5HV from Lys.

Fig. 1. Establishing a diol production platform via extending AA catabolism in *E. coli*. The scheme represents native anabolism and designed catabolism of charged AAs for diol production. Asp, Glu, and Lys are biosynthesized from TCA cycle intermediates. Via the synthetic platform, Asp can be converted to 1,3-PDO, Glu converted to 1,4-BDO and Lys converted to 1,5-PDO. Asn, Gln, Pro, and Arg can be directed to the diol production platform via corresponding degradation pathways. Endogenous genes are indicated in black and heterologous genes are indicated in blue. *panD*, L-aspartate-α-decarboxylase; BAPAT, β-alanine pyruvate transaminase; *ydfG*, malonate semialdehyde reductase; *gadB*+, mutant glutamate decarboxylase (GadB E89Q Δ452–466); *gabT*, γ-aminobutyrate aminotransferase; *yqhD*, alcohol dehydrogenase; *davB*, lysine 2-monooxygenase; *davA*, 5-aminovaleramidase; *davT*, 5-aminovalerate transaminase; *car*, carboxylic acid reductase.

Fig. 2. Validation of Car-based diol production. (A) Car-based biosynthetic route of ω-HAs to diols. (B) Time-course conversion of 3 g l\(^{-1}\) 3HP, 4HB, and 5HV to 1,3-PDO, 1,4-BDO, and 1,5-PDO, respectively, by HA-1 expressing car and *sfp*. (C) Enzymatic activity assay of Car toward 3HP, 4HB, and 5HV. Error bars represent SD (n = 3).
5HV from Lys in 48 h of cultivation (Fig. 3B). These productions demonstrated the functionality of all AA degradation pathways.

**Direct Conversion of Charged AAs to C3-C5 Diols.** Validation of both upstream and downstream parts made it possible to achieve the direct conversion of charged AAs including Asp, Glu, and Lys to diols. Considering the low performance of 3HP and 4HB pathway on medium-copy plasmids, the 3HP and 4HB pathway were reassembled into the high-copy plasmid pCar, yielding p3PDO and p4BDO, respectively. *E. coli* BW25113 (F') harboring p3PDO (strain 3PDO-1) did not show any 1,3-PDO production with no exogenous Asp feeding, while it produced 276.6 mg l⁻¹ 1,3-PDO in 48 h when fed with 3 g l⁻¹ Asp, accounting for a conversion efficiency of 11.8% (Fig. 3C). This validated the functional expression but low activity of the complete 1,3-PDO pathway, likely because of the cumulative inefficiency of the upper 3HP pathway and the low activity of Car toward 3HP. Upon expressing the 1,4-BDO and 1,5-PDO pathway in *E. coli* BW25113 (F′), strain 4BDO-1 containing p4BDO produced 588.3 mg l⁻¹ 1,4-BDO and strain 5PDO-1 containing pHV1 and pCar produced 123.9 mg l⁻¹ 1,5-PDO without Glu or Lys feeding (Fig. 3C). This substantiated the function of both 1,4-BDO and 1,5-PDO pathways and their capabilities of converting intracellular Glu and Lys to counterpart diols. High titer of 1,4-BDO is consistent with the higher abundance of intracellular Glu in *E. coli* cells (46). Feeding 3 g l⁻¹ Glu to strain 4BDO-1 further increased 1,4-BDO titer by 47.8% to 869.7 mg l⁻¹, accounting for a conversion efficiency of 15.3% (Fig. 3C). Considering low Glu-to-4HB but high 4HB-to-1,4-BDO conversion, Glu degradation was suggested to be a potential bottleneck for 1,4-BDO production. This also clearly indicated that 1,4-BDO titer could not be significantly improved by simply imposing glutamate supply. Strikingly, feeding 3 g l⁻¹ Lys to strain 5PDO-1 drastically increased 1,5-PDO titer by 10.7-fold to 1.33 g l⁻¹ (Fig. 3C), accounting for a conversion efficiency of 56.4%. This indicated that 1,5-PDO pathway is rather efficient as high Lys-to-1,5PDO conversion efficiency was achieved even without pathway or cultivation optimization. As such, unlike the 1,4-BDO pathway, lysine supply might be a major bottleneck for de novo 1,5-PDO production.

**Bioconversion of Diol-Convertible AAs.** On construction and validation of the C3-C5 diol production platform, we sought to broaden its substrate scope by rerouting all potential AAs into counterpart diols. *E. coli* natively harbors AA degradation network that enables convergence of four additional AAs into our platform (Fig. 4A). Asparagine (Asn) is directly converted to Asp via asparaginases (AnsA and AnsB). Glutamine (Gln) can be converted to Glu via glutaminase (YbaS) and proline (Pro) can be converted to Glu via bifunctional proline utilization A (PutA). Arginine (Arg) can be degraded to GABA via a four-step pathway comprising arginine decarboxylase (AdiA), agmatinase (SpeB), PatA, and PatD. All these AAs, hereafter referred to as diol-convertible AAs, have previously remained unexplored for deriving new chemical entities due to their structural complexities.

We then adopted these native AA degradation pathways to enable diol release from diol-convertible AAs. To this end, we cotransferred each diol pathway plasmid and AA degradation pathway plasmid into *E. coli* BW25113 (F′), and the resulting strains (DO-1 to DO-4) were cultured aerobically in M9Y media supplemented with 3 g l⁻¹ AA substrates for 48 h. When fed with Asn, strain DO-1 harboring p3PDO and pCS-ansA produced 145.3 mg l⁻¹ 1,3-PDO (Fig. 4B). Regarding 1,4-BDO conversion, strain DO-2 expressing YbaS enabled a titer of 650.1 mg l⁻¹ from Gln, strain DO-3 expressing PutA enabled a titer of 903.1 mg l⁻¹ from Pro, and strain DO-4 expressing the four-step Arg degradation pathway enabled a titer of 648.8 mg l⁻¹ from Arg (Fig. 4B). The bioconversion experiments demonstrated that, with overexpression of AA degradation pathways, more AAs including Asn, Gln, Pro, and Arg could be converted to counterpart diols. Since Asp is the direct precursor for Lys biosynthetic pathway, we also test if feeding Asp could lead to 1,5-PDO production.

![Fig. 3. Direct conversion of AAs to diols. (A) Scheme of the bioconversion experiments via recombinant *E. coli* strains HA-2, -3, and -4. HA-2 (harboring p3HP), -3 (harboring p4HB), and -4 (harboring pSHV1) converted charged AAs to C3-C5 ω-HAs. MSA, malonate semialdehyde; 3HPA, 3-hydroxypropionaldehyde; SSA, glutarate semialdehyde; 5AMV, 5-aminovalerate; GSA, glutarate semialdehyde; 5HVA, 5-hydroxyvaleraldehyde. (B) Time-course conversion of 3 g l⁻¹ Asp, Glu, and Lys to 3HP, 4HB, and 5HV by HA-2, -3, and -4, respectively. (C) Bioconversion of 3 g l⁻¹ Asp, Glu, and Lys to 1,3-PDO, 1,4-BDO, and 1,5-PDO by strain 3PDO-1, 4BDO-1, and 5PDO-1, respectively. Error bars represent SD (n = 3).](https://www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.2003032117)
production. Unexpectedly, feeding Asp to strain SPD-1 could just slightly increase 1,5-PDO titer (138.7 mg l$^{-1}$), further suggesting that the Asp-to-Lys pathway is a limiting step for the synthesis of 1,5-PDO.

**Production of 1,4-BDO from Glucose by Harnessing the Glu-To-Diol Pathway.** The establishment of AA-to-diol platform expands the feedstocks to AAs, and also implies the feasibility of direct diol production from sugar by connecting it to the endogenous AA pathway in microbial chassis. To test that, we first chose to demonstrate and optimize the 1,4-BDO production from glucose in *E. coli*. The C4 diol 1,4-BDO is a large-volume commodity chemical with extensive applications in polymer industry, and its biobased production at the commercial scale has been achieved via the CoA-dependent pathway with extensive enzyme screening, host engineering, and fermentative process optimization (47). Given that glutamate is the most abundant intracellular AA serving as the major nitrogen donor in glucose-grown *E. coli* cells (46), and thus, it can be readily channeled into 1,4-BDO pathway. This is supported by the observation of 1,4-BDO production (588.3 mg l$^{-1}$) upon expressing the complete 1,4-BDO pathway in *E. coli* (Fig. 5A), even without further optimization.

To increase 1,4-BDO production, we sought to improve Glu decarboxylation efficiency. The wildtype glutamate decarboxylase (GadB) of *E. coli* exerts catalytic activity in acidic conditions (pH < 6), and its mutant GadB* (E89Q Δ452-466) showed improved activity at neutral pH (45). Considering that both GadB* and GABA aminotransferase GabT are pyridoxal 5′-phosphate (PLP)-dependent enzymes, we therefore resorted to improving glutamate decarboxylation efficiency by increasing the cofactor PLP supply. The native de novo PLP pathway in *E. coli* starts from erythrose-4-phosphate (E4P) via a seven-step deoxyxylulose-5-phosphate (DXP)-dependent pathway (48). To gain insights into the contribution of increasing PLP supply to 1,4-BDO production and reduce metabolic burden, we instead overexpressed an alternative and short ribose 5-phosphate (R5P)-dependent PLP pathway from *B. subtilis* that involves only two enzymes, PdxS (PLP synthase subunit) and PdxT (glutamine hydrolase subunit) (49). An additional benefit from PdxST pathway is the concomitant release of glutamate from glutamine, which can be taken up by 1,4-BDO pathway (Fig. 5A). When cultivating strain 4BDO-2 harboring p4BDO and pCS-pdxST in M9Y medium, 675.4 mg l$^{-1}$ 1,4-BDO was produced in 48 h, accounting for 13.7% increase than that produced by control strain 4BDO-1 (Fig. 5B). When further fed with 3 g l$^{-1}$ glutamate, the 1,4-BDO titer was almost doubled (1.21 g l$^{-1}$), reaching a conversion efficiency of 34.0% (SI Appendix, Fig. S1). These results implied that PLP surplus would significantly promote 1,4-BDO production, especially when glutamate flux was not limiting.

Hence, we next sought to increase carbon flux to Glu. To redirect carbon flux from glycolysis to TCA cycle, we overexpressed an NADH-insensitive citrate synthase mutant (gltA*, R163L) (27, 50), and phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase (ppc) (Fig. 5A). The resultant strain 4BDO-3 increased 1,4-BDO titer by 45.6% (0.87 g l$^{-1}$) than that of control strain 4BDO-1 (Fig. 5B), confirming that redirecting carbon flux to glutamate could augment Glu availability and thus 1,4-BDO production. When further introducing pdxST into 4BDO-3, the resultant strain BDO-4 afforded 1.41 g l$^{-1}$ 1,4-BDO in 48 h with a yield of 0.14 mol mol$^{-1}$ glucose (14.0% of the theoretical maximum), representing a 2.40-fold increase of titer in relative to its parental strain 4BDO-1 (Fig. 5B). Note worthy, only trace amounts of acetate were accumulated in the strain BDO-4 culture (SI Appendix, Fig. S2). As a proof-of-concept demonstration, our results highlight

---

**Fig. 4.** Bioconversion of diol-convertible AAs. (A) Engineering endogenous AA degradation pathways of different AAs to diols. (B) Conversion of diol-convertible AAs including Asn, Gln, Pro, Arg, and Asp (3 g l$^{-1}$) to diols. Error bars represent SD ($n = 3$).

**Fig. 5.** Production of 1,4-BDO from glucose via the Glu-to-1,4-BDO pathway in engineered *E. coli*. (A) De novo biosynthesis pathway of 1,4-BDO. Enzymes in gray indicate the CoA-dependent reduction pathway, and enzymes in blue indicate the Car-based pathway. PLP is a cofactor for GadB* and GabT. (B) 1,4-BDO production and growth profiles of strain 4BDO-1–4BDO-4 when cultivated in M9Y media. Samples were taken every 12 h for 48 h. All data points are reported as mean from three independent experiments. Error bars represent SD ($n = 3$).
the potential of producing 1,4-BDO from glucose via the glutamate degradation machinery in microbial hosts.

**De novo 1,5-PDO Production by Harnessing the Lys-To-Diol Pathway.**

As a safer replacement for 1,4-BDO, 1,5-PDO is also a high-value and nonnatural short-chain diol with wide applications as a monomer for fibers and polyurethanes. However, its relatively high price and low production capacity limit its commercial use (25, 51). Currently, 1,5-PDO is chemically produced from biomass-derived furfural and tetrahydrofurfuryl alcohol via expensive metal catalysts (52, 53), while direct biocatalytic routes from renewable carbon source to 1,5-PDO have not been reported. With the lysine conversion platform, it is possible to fill the gap by achieving de novo production of 1,5-PDO from glucose.

Insufficient lysine supply is a major rate-limiting step for de novo 1,5-PDO production. As observed earlier, lysine supplementation increased 1,5-PDO titer by 10.7-fold, suggesting the need to increase carbon flux to lysine (Fig. 3C). The native lysine pathway involves 10 enzymatic steps starting from oxaloacetic acid (OAA), within which its biosynthesis-related genes are transcriptionally repressed by lysine via ArgP while aspartate kinase (LysC) and dihydrodipicolinate synthetase (DapA) are subject to transcriptionally feedback inhibition by lysine (54, 55). To enhance the downstream lysine pathway, we introduced lysC and dapA on pSHV1 and the resultant plasmid pSHV2 were cotransferred into *E. coli* BW25113 (F') with pCar, yielding strain 5PDO-2. Meanwhile, to desensitize lysine-mediated feedback inhibition (56, 57), LysC mutant T253R and DapA mutant H56K or E84T were also recruited, yielding strain 5PDO-3 and 5PDO-4. Strain 5PDO-2 expressing the wildtype LysC and DapA produced 322.7 mg l⁻¹ 1,5-PDO, representing a 2.6-fold increase to that of the parental strain 5PDO-1 (Fig. 6), whereas strain 5PDO-3 and 5PDO-4 could not further increase 1,5-PDO production in comparison with strain 5PDO-2, with titers of 271.5 and 313.5 mg l⁻¹, respectively. This suggested that lysine degradation via the 1,5-PDO pathway might alleviate lysine-mediated feedback inhibition, which in turn led to higher 1,5-PDO titer with the wildtype pathway enzymes. Therefore, to reinforce lysine degradation, we incorporated the *davB-davA-gab-TyghD* operon into a high-copy-number plasmid pSC74 that was derived from pSA74 with CloDF13 ori (20–40 copies per cell), resulting in plasmid pSHV5. Notably, feeding 3 g l⁻¹ Lys to strain 5PDO-5 containing pCar and pSHV5 enabled 1.67 g l⁻¹ 1,5-PDO, reaching a conversion efficiency of 72.4% (*SI Appendix, Fig. 5S*). When cotransferring pCar, pSHV5, and pCS-lysC-dapA into *E. coli* BW25113 (F'), the resultant strain 5PDO-6 significantly increased 1,5-PDO titer to 0.86 g l⁻¹, representing a 6.94-fold increase than that of the starter strain 5PDO-1 (Fig. 6). Finally, to increase the supply of lysine pathway precursor OAA, we knocked out iclR, which encodes a repressor regulator of the glycolate bypass that serves as an alternative mechanism of replenishing oxaloacetate (21, 58). The final 1,5-PDO titer produced by strain 5PDO-7 with iclR deletion reached 0.97 g l⁻¹ at 48 h with a yield of 0.08 mol mol⁻¹ glucose (11.2% of the theoretical maximum). Interestingly, 5PDO-7 also accumulated the least acetate in the culture (0.24 g l⁻¹) (Fig. 6). Taken together, our results established and optimized a 1,5-PDO pathway in *E. coli*, and demonstrated the de novo production of 1,5-PDO in microbial hosts.

**Discussion.**

To expand the accessible chemical space for microbial production systems, exploiting new catalytic capabilities by extending existing metabolic networks can expedite the creation of nonnatural pathways for new target products. As such, extending the existing microbial pathways took advantage of native metabolic highways and starting materials, which is superior over assembling long synthetic pathways from scratch, to produce new products of desire (19). AAs are one of such primary and versatile native metabolites naturally produced both in *E. coli* and in all other microorganisms, and are also easily accessible from renewable protein wastes. Their structural diversity and the existence of AA anabolism and natural degradation machinery make them ideal precursors to derive new functionalized chemicals (2, 17–20). Here, we uncovered a previously unexplored path to extend AA catabolism to industrially important C3-C5 diols, based upon which we enabled diol production from expanded substrates including both AAs and sugars. The established platform serves as an important step toward the utilization of protein feedstocks and offers opportunities to expand the chemical space from charged AAs in microbial systems.

Charged AAs have been used to produce bifunctional chemicals, including short-chain ω-HAs, dicarboxylates, diamines, lactams, etc. (5, 59). However, production of highly reduced short-chain diols from AAs has remained unexplored. In this work, we first devised an enzymatically efficient and thermodynamically favorable Car-based reduction route for ω-HA conversion to diol. Car exhibited rather high activity toward short-chain ω-HAs and achieved complete conversion of 4HB or SHV to counterpart diols (Fig. 2C). This offered a strategy to circumvent the 4HB accumulation or 4-HB-CoA lactonization issues that occurred in the commercial CoA-dependent 1,4-BDO pathway (27, 47). By adopting three native or heterologous catalytic pathways of major charged AAs (Asp, Glu, and Lys), C3-C5 ω-HAs were released. Final combination of the two segments successfully established a platform capable of biorefining C3-C5 diols from AAs (Fig. 1). Considering the cross-linking of AA degradation network, four additional AAs were converted into counterpart diols using the established platform as entry routes. The upstream degradation of AAs was a major limiting step for diol production. This has been indicated by our results and previous research on Glu or Lys degradation (60, 61). Herein, to improve the AA degradation, increasing cofactor PLP supply increased the Glu-to-1,4-BDO conversion efficiency to 34.0%, while enhancing the expression of Lys degradation pathway enabled a Lys-to-1,5-PDO conversion efficiency to 72.4%. Our results demonstrated the feasibility of diol production from protein hydrolysates via a diol platform.

Connecting the AA-to-diol platform with endogenous AA pathway in microbial hosts could readily lead to sustainable production of diols from cheap sugar feedstocks, which is more economically appealing. We chose to demonstrate and optimize 1,4-BDO and 1,5-PDO production from glucose in *E. coli*. Glutamate is the most abundant metabolite in *E. coli* and synthesized from TCA α-ketoglutarate (46). Even without host
engineering and pathway optimization, 588.3 mg l⁻¹ 1,4-BDO could be produced. We endeavored to increase the cofactor PLP supply for glutamate degradation pathway enzymes and increase carbon flux to α-ketoglutarate, which collectively enhanced 1,4-BDO titer by 2.40-fold (1.41 g l⁻¹) (Fig. 5). Lysine, however, could not accumulate in high concentrations without pathway optimization. This was underlined by the low 1,5-PDO titer without lysine feeding or with aspartate feeding in strain SPDO-1. By elevating lysine degradation, transcripational or allosteric inhibition of the lysine pathway could be significantly relieved, thus driving 1,5-PDO production. With additional host engineering by deleting iclR to increase OAA supply, 0.97 g l⁻¹ 1,5-PDO was finally produced from glucose (Fig. 6). These results demonstrated that, by way of AA-to-diol platform, any carbon feedstock can be directed to diols via existing metabolic pathways in microbial hosts. Noteworthy, these diol pathways offer several potential benefits including oxygen insensitivity and reduced acetic accumulation, in comparison with the CoA-dependent pathways.

In summary, the work outlined here describes the development of a bacterial platform for diol production via AA-based biorefining that has not been described previously. The diol production that can be further exploited in expanding chemical space and feedstock flexibility in microbes. Noteworthy, these diol pathways offer several potential benefits including oxygen insensitivity and reduced acetic accumulation, in comparison with the CoA-dependent pathways.
varied concentration of substrates (3HP, 4HB, and SHV). The crude enzyme extracts were added to a final concentration of 0.14 mg mL⁻¹. The absorbance at 340 nm of the reaction was measured using a Genesys 10S UV-Vis Spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific). Each assay was performed in triplicates. The changes of NADPH concentration (extinction coefficient 6220 m²·cm⁻¹ at 340 nm) was used to determine the specific reaction rates of Car toward hydroxylid acid substrates.

HPLC Analysis. Glucose, acetate, 4HB, SHV, 1,3-PDO, 1,4-BDO and 1,5-PDO, were quantified using corresponding standard by Dionex Ultimate 3000 (Ultimate 3000 Photodiode Array Detector) with a Coregel-64H column (Transgenomic). For HPLC analysis, 4 mM H₂SO₄ was used as mobile phase at a flow rate of 0.40 mL min⁻¹. The oven temperature was set to 45 °C. This HPLC method was modified from our previous research (66).

Data Availability. All data supporting the findings of this study are included in this manuscript and SI Appendix.
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